Rapid assessment of drug resistance of cancer cells to gefitinib and carboplatin using optical imaging.
The overall goal of this study was to evaluate optical molecular imaging approaches to determine the drug response of chemotherapy and molecular targeted agents in drug sensitive and drug resistant cell lines. The optical molecular imaging approaches selected in this study were based on changes in intracellular uptake and retention of choline and glucose molecules. The breast cancer cell lines were treated with a molecular targeted anti-EGFR therapy. The bladder cancer cell lines were treated with a conventional chemotherapy approach. Sensitivity of optical molecular imaging approach was also compared with conventional cell viability and cell growth inhibition assays. Results demonstrate that optical molecular imaging of changes in intracellular uptake of metabolites was effective in detecting drug susceptibility for both molecular targeted therapy in breast cancer cells and chemotherapy in bladder cancer cells. Between the selected metabolites for optical molecular imaging, changes in glucose metabolic activity showed higher sensitivity in discrimination between the drug sensitive and drug resistant cell lines. The results demonstrated that optical molecular imaging approaches more significantly sensitive as compared to the conventional cell viability and growth assays. Overall, the results demonstrate potential of optical molecular imaging of metabolic activity to improve sensitivity of in-vitro drug response assays.